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Random forest is an important technique in modern machine learning. It was first proposed in 1995, and with the increasing of the compute power, it became a popular method in this decade. In this paper, we present the background knowledge of random forest and also have comparison with other machine learning methods. We also have some discussion of data preprocessing and feature extraction. Then we study the application of random forest to a real world problem - an authentication system which for continuous user authentication approach for web services based on the user’s behavior. The dataset we used for evaluate is given by Workiva company, and the result demonstrates that random forest is eligible for the system and achieve a fair classification accuracy.
CHAPTER 1. Introduction

There has been plenteous interest in ensemble learning in recent year methods which has been study by using multiple learning algorithms and aggregate their results to obtain better predictive performance. Two most popular methods are bagging [1] and boosting [8] of classification trees. Bagging stands for bootstrap aggregation, which reduce the variance of an estimate is to average together multiple estimates. This can be implied that trees do not depend on earlier trees, each bootstrap sample of the data set is independently constructed. The main principle of boosting is to fit the decision trees to weighted versions of the data that are able to convert to stronger learner. Then the predictions combined through a weighted majority vote to produce the final prediction.

[6] had first proposed the random decision forests using the random subspace method, which implement the stochastic discrimination approach to classification. [1] introduced an extension of the algorithm, it combines the idea of bagging and random selection of features. Random forest is constructed by each tree using a different bootstrap sample of the data, which is only a subset of the predictor variables is used. In each tree, nodes are split using the best split among all variables. Then random forest using the best split among a subset of predictors to split the node. This strategy gives random forest an outstanding performance even if compare to other classifiers, such as support vector machine(SVM), nave bayes and K-nearest neighbor. Moreover, random forest is flexible, easy to use machine learning algorithm that has only two hyper-parameter tuning (1) Number of trees in the forest. (2) Number of variable in the random subset at each node. The simplicity and the fact that it can be used for both classification and regression tasks makes the random forest become one of the most used algorithms. The advantage of RF compare to other classifiers are listed as follows:

- Runs efficiently on large data
- Provides methods for balancing error in class population unbalanced data.
• Give in formation about the relation between the variable and the classification.

• Little influence by the outlier and bad feature

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the chapter 2, we introduce the background of random forest and compare it with other classifiers. Furthermore, we also introduce two methods for data prepossessing which we have used in this paper. We discuss our main objectives, methodology and the application of random forest in a real world problem is proposed in chapter 3. In chapter 4, we show the evaluation and discussion for our result. In chapter 5, we conclude the result and provide some work that could be achieved in the future.
CHAPTER 2. Background

2.1 Random Forest

Random Forest is a supervised learning algorithm. The main idea of random forest is ensemble many of decision tree to make a better prediction.

2.1.1 Decision tree

Decision tree is a decision support tool that uses a top-down tree-like model. Each internal node in the tree represents a verification on an attribute, each branch represents the outcome of the verification, and each leaf node represents a class or label. Generally, the decision trees are used in operation research and calculating conditional probabilities, it should be paralleled by a probability model as a best choice model.

There are 3 kinds method that we commonly used for decision tree, ID4, C4.5, CART. When we building the tree, we need to extract the features from data as decision nodes. The principle of choosing the features is that the features we chose can separate the different classes as much as possible, this can be estimated by information gain, Gini coefficient, etc.

Pruning Optimal size of the final tree is one of the critical questions in the decision tree algorithm. If the decision tree is too small, it might not capture the important information about the data space. On the other hand, if the decision tree is too large, there might cause a problem of overfitting on the training data and poorly generalizing to new samples. Nonetheless, it is difficult to tell when to stop when growing a tree because it is impossible to tell if the addition of a single extra node will significantly decrease error. This kind of issue is known as the horizon effect. Generally, the solution of the horizon effect is first to grow the decision tree until each node
contains a small number of instances, then use pruning to remove those nodes which do not provide sufficient information.

![Diagram of random forest](image)

Figure 2.1 Overview of random forest.

### 2.1.2 Bagging

Bagging, also called bootstrap aggregating is a technique for ensemble learning. The main purpose of this method is to reduce variance and helps to avoid over-fitting problem. Here we use bagging to the tree learner, given a training data $X = x_1, x_2$ and corresponding label $Y = y_1, y_n$, bagging repeatedly selects $k$ random sample with replacement and fits trees to these samples. After training, predictions for testing sample $x$ can be made by taking the majority vote in the case of classification trees.

Simply training many trees on a training data would give strong correlated trees. Bootstrap sampling is a way to de-correlating the trees, which means even though the prediction of single tree is sensitive to outlier or noise, the average of the forest is not. The procedure of bagging leads to a better performance because it reduces the variance of the model without increase the bias.

### 2.1.3 Algorithm of random forest

The algorithm of random forest is quite easy to understand and simple as follows:

1. First, using bootstrap technique to extract $n$ samples tree from the training data.
2. Grow classification tree for each of the bootstrap samples. At each node, instead of choosing the best split among all predictors, we randomly sample \( m_{try} \) of the predictors and choose the best split from among those variables.

3. Predict testing data by aggregating the predictions of \( n_{tree} \) trees. (majority vote)

### 2.1.4 Others properties of random forest

**Out of bag (OOB)** In the training process, each tree is bootstrap from data which allow the rest of the data consider as the testing set, this is called out-of-bag (OOB) sample. The excluded OOB sample is used to evaluate the performance of the random forest in training by estimate the mean square error (MSE\(_{OOB}\)):

\[
MSE_{OOB} = n^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y}_i^{OOB})^2
\]

(2.1)

Where \( \hat{y}_i^{OOB} \) is the average of the OOB predictions for the \( i \)th observation. The result of a random forest is one single prediction which is of the average over all aggregations. The evaluation of OOB has been proved is quite accurate, given that enough trees have been grown. (Bylander 2002)

**Variable importance** Random forest can be used to rank the importance of variables in classification problem. The following methods has been described in Breimans paper. First, we fit random forest to the training data, then the OOB error for each data point is recorded and averaged over the forest during the fitting process. Then the importance score for the features are computed by averaging the difference in OOB error before and after the permutation over all trees. The score is normalized by the standard deviation of these differences. Features which has higher score are ranked as more important than the features which has smaller value. However, there are some drawbacks of determine the variable importance. For those data including categorical variables with different number of levels, random forest are biased in favor of those attributes with more levels.
2.2 Principle Component Analysis (PCA)

The curse of dimensionality is one of an important issue in the data processing. One of the solution is data extraction, mapping the data into a lower dimension. Extracting the data from a higher dimension to a lower dimension not only can improve the performance of the classifier, but also can reduce the data size. In this paper, principle component analysis (PCA) [7] is used to convert our data into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables. PCA is mathematically defined as an orthogonal linear transformation, it transform the largest variance of feature in the data comes to lie on the first coordinate, also called the first component, and so on. For a p-dimensional data, the transformation is defined as a set of weights vector, $w_k = (w_1, w_2, ..., w_p)_k$ that map each row vector $x(i)$ of $X$ to a new vector of principle component scores $t(i) = (t_1, t_2, ..., t_m)$

$$t_k(i) = x(i) \cdot w(k) \text{ for } i = 1 \text{ to } n, \; k = 1 \text{ to } m \quad (2.2)$$

To maximize the variance, the first vector

$$w_i = \text{argmax} \sum_i (t_1)_{(i)}^2, \quad (2.3)$$

since $w(1)$ has been defined as a unit vector

$$w_i = \text{argmax} \frac{w^T X^T X w}{w^T w}, \quad (2.4)$$

After we find the $w(1)$, the first principle component of a data vector $x(i)$ can be given as $t1(i) = x(i) \cdot w(1)$ in the transformed co-ordinates. The further components can be found in the same method.

2.3 Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE)

Learning from the imbalanced data can cause suboptimal classification performance. In the previous works, a number of solutions to the imbalance problem were proposed. The simplest solution is random sampling, which includes random oversampling and random undersampling.
Directed oversampling and directed undersampling are also the solution. Besides sampling the dataset, solution includes adjusting the threshold of various classes, adjusting the costs of different classes. The synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) [2] is one of the solution to the imbalance data. SMOTE oversampling the minority by creating synthetic example along the line segments in feature space, then joining any of the n nearest neighbors which is also minority class. The amount of oversampling is influence by the number of randomly selected neighbors from the n nearest neighbors. For the majority class, it is undersampled by randomly removing samples until the minority class becomes a specified percentage of the majority class.
CHAPTER 3. Application of Random Forest

In this paper, we propose a method to implement random forest to a continuous authentication software systems. The framework features a monitoring engine that supplements and enhances the standard two-step authentication architecture used by companies such as Google, Facebook, Twitter, etc.

The goal in this section is to indicate a) what kind of problem and scenarios our authentication framework mainly focus on b) Introduce all the definitions in this system c) Define what kind of dataset can be used for training in our framework, and d) the design goals we expect our approaches to achieve.

3.1 Threat model

In practice, most software systems only perform user authentication when a user logs in to the system. Once an attacker passes the initial authentication, the attacker has complete control and access to the user’s account. Clearly, password authentication is not sufficient for our threat model, and another layer of protection is needed to deal with these impostor attacks.

The software system discussed above may experience various types of attacks. In this work, we focus on impostor attacks, with impostor defined as an illegitimate user who accesses a system by pretending to be a legitimate user. In our threat model, an impostor may attack in one of the following ways:

**Obtaining credentials (software level)** The impostor obtains the password or other login credentials, e.g. via spoofed login screens or phishing scams, and then accesses the software system.
Accessing an unattended device (hardware level) The impostor physically accesses a device, such as a workstation, that is already logged into the system by a legitimate user.

3.2 System model and definition

In this work, we consider a generic software system as follows.

- Each user account in the system has a username as its unique identifier and a password needed to log into the account.
- After users log in, they interact with the software system by performing a stream of operations, such as read, write, change, and more.
- Each user’s operation stream is recorded in a system log as a sequence of tuples consisting of system time, operation type, and additional information. Figure 3.1 shows part of a real system log provided by Workiva.

![Figure 3.1 An example snapshot of a system log.](image)

**Action:** The action of a user’s operation is a categorical variable clearly describing the operation type. The action is the major feature representing the user behavior in an operation stream. For many software systems, the action can be directly obtained from the system log, such as ”doc-
“document_read” in Figure 3.1. In some systems, the action is not explicit and needs to be extracted from the operation stream as part of data preprocessing.

**Session:** A *session* is a section of an operation stream. In our approach, session is a general concept, not a specific application term. We partition the operation stream into sessions based on either explicit login/logout operation, or long idle-time intervals (timeouts). We classify users based on sessions, instead of considering the entire operation stream, to make computations manageable.

Our target software system could be hosted locally or remotely. Figure 3.2 shows a generic model of interactions with such a software system, where \(a_i\) denotes the action of the \(i^{th}\) operation of a session and \(t_i\) denotes the time interval between operations \(i\) and \(i + 1\).

![Figure 3.2 A generic model of user interactions with a software system.](image)

### 3.3 Design goal

To deal with impostor attacks, we introduce an monitoring engine into the common two-step user authentication framework. As shown in Figure 3.3, our monitoring engine sits between the first authentication and the second authentication. The engine monitors the user’s behavior continuously, comparing it with a pre-established user profile. If the user’s behavior or context differs from normal, our monitoring engine raises an alarm, triggering the second step of authentication. The design goals for our monitoring engine are to:

- Provide continuous user authentication to defend against impostor attacks.
- Detect impostors quickly after the intrusion occurs.
- Implement random forest as classifier for the behavior monitoring engine.
- Classify users as legitimate or impostors with high accuracy, in terms of false-rejection rate (FRR) and false-acceptance rate (FAR).

![Two-step user authentication with our proposed monitoring engine.](image)

**3.4 Methodology**

Figure 3.4 shows an overview of our behavior monitoring engine. The engine is broken down into four modules: the **data preprocessing module**, the **feature extraction module**, the **learning module**, and the **classification module**. The data preprocessing module adapts the users’ raw data (operation stream) for our engine and partitions it into sessions. In the training process, the feature extraction module determines the behavior information features of each user and passes them to the random forest training for profile establishment. In the testing process, the feature extraction module passes the features of operations to the classification module in real-time, which assigns a risk score that estimates the probability that the current session belongs to an impostor. The risk score is converted into a binary result (impostor or not) by comparing it to a discrimination threshold. In the remainder of this section, we describe our preprocessing, feature extraction, and classifiers in detail.
3.4.1 Data preprocessing

Real-world data is often incomplete, inconsistent, and noisy. Good data preprocessing not only makes the data usable, but also increases the performance of the system. The details of data preprocessing are usually data-dependent, so here we only discuss general data preprocessing that is appropriate for a typical dataset used in our approach. We outline two main steps: preprocessing the operation stream, and extracting sessions.

The raw data of users in our system is expected to be a stream of categorical variable tuples, usually including timestamp, operation type, user identification, and more. In this step, we remove tuples which are meaningless operations or are not generated by the user. For example, consider a tuple with operation type "logout – timeout," generated by the system automatically after the user does not perform any operations for an amount of time. This tuple does not provide useful information representing the user’s behavior and should be removed from the operation stream.
The simplest method to extract a session is to take all tuples between a "login" operation and the following "logout" operation. However, in our experience, many users of software systems such as web services do not logout manually. These users either let the system automatically logout due to timeout, or perform operations regularly enough to remain logged in indefinitely. Therefore, we use time-stamps as a supplemental method for extracting sessions. In this method, if a user does not perform any operations for a certain length of time, we consider the previous operation tuple to be the end of the session and consider the next operation tuple to be the start of a new session. Our behavior feature extraction procedure consists of two steps: construction of a categorical variable sequence for each session, and generation of a numeric feature vector representing each of the sequences.

3.5 Behavior Feature Extraction

In this step, we transform the tuples from preprocessing into a sequence of categorical variables. We propose two different models for this transformation: an activity sequence model, and a "hybrid" model that utilizes both activity sequences and time intervals.

**Activity Sequence Model:** In the activity sequence model, a session is represented as a sequence of actions sorted by order of arrival. This model can distinguish legitimate users and impostors if they focus on different activities and have different activity transition patterns. Formally, given the set of all \( r \) possible operation types \( \mathcal{O} = \{ type_1, type_2, ..., type_r \} \), using the activity sequence model, the sequence \( S \) of one session with \( L \) actions is \( S = (a_1, a_2, a_3, ..., a_L) \), where \( a_i \in \mathcal{O} \) is the \( i^{th} \) action of the user in the session. For example, if the operation stream in Figure 3.1 is a complete session, the behavior sequence of this session using the activity sequence model is \( S = (\text{login\_success}, \text{login\_success\_saml}, \text{account\_activated}, \text{document\_read}, \text{document\_read}, \text{document\_read}) \).

**Hybrid Model:** In the hybrid model, we consider both the order of actions in a session and the time intervals between them. We build the sequence similarly as in the activity sequence model,
except between each pair of consecutive actions, we insert an additional entry that represents the
time between the actions. Formally, the sequence is $S = (a_1, t_1, a_2, t_2, ..., a_{L-1}, t_{L-1}, a_L)$, where
$a_i \in O$ is as before, and $t_i$ is the time between $a_i$ and $a_{i+1}$. To apply this model in our framework,
$t_i$ must be a category value. We obtain category values from integer time values (e.g. seconds) by
placing the integer time values into log-scale buckets and mapping each bucket to a category index
number. Specifically, we map an integer time value $t$ to the category $t_{\text{discrete}}$ as follows:

$$t_{\text{discrete}} = \lfloor \log_{10}(t) \rfloor, \text{ for } t > 0, \quad (3.1)$$

and $t_{\text{discrete}} = 0$ for $t = 0$. With this method, the sequence $S$ contains only categorical variables,
as in the activity behavior model. Again using the operation stream in Figure 3.1 as an example
session, the behavior sequence using the hybrid model is $S = (\text{login\_success}, 0, \text{login\_success\_saml},
3, \text{account\_activated}, 3, \text{document\_read}, 2, \text{document\_read}, 3, \text{document\_read})$.

3.5.1 Generating a Numeric Feature Vector

In the second step of behavior feature extraction, n-action-gram representation is used to generate
a numeric feature vector from each sequence. To do this, we first need to determine the global n-
action-gram feature space. Given a sequence under the activity sequence model $S = (a_1, a_2, ..., a_L)$,
the set of all types of n-action-grams (consecutive action subsequences of length $n$) appearing in
the sequence is denoted $A(S)$. For the hybrid model $S = (a_1, t_1, a_2, t_2, ..., a_L)$, each n-action-gram
also includes the $n-1$ time intervals between the actions, for a total length of $2n - 1$ for each
subsequence. Suppose that $d$ unique n-action-gram subsequences are present in the training data,
and assume that these $d$ subsequences are all of the subsequences that will occur in practice.
Then, given the data sequences $S_1, S_2, ..., S_M$, the global n-action-gram feature space is defined
as $G = \bigcup_{i=1}^{M} A(S_i) = \{b_1, b_2, ..., b_d\}$, where $b_j$ is one type of n-action-gram. An example global
n-action-gram feature space is shown in Figure 3.5.

Finally, for each sequence, we use a numeric vector $\vec{v}$ of fixed length $d$ to represent the sequence,
where $v_i$ (an element in $\vec{v}$) is the normalized frequency of the global n-action-gram type $b_i$ in the
current sequence, as follows:

\[ v_i = \frac{q(b_i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{d} q(b_j)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where \( q(b_i) \) is the count of \( n \)-action-gram types \( b_i \) in the sequence. Note that, after representing each behavior sequence as a vector, the distance between two sequences can be computed as the Euclidean distance of their feature vectors.

Figure 3.5 An example global 2-action-gram feature space \( G \) under the activity sequence model. In this example, \( d = 15 \) unique 2-action-grams are present in the training data.

3.6 Random Forest for Learning and Classification

This section describes how random forest learning and make the real-time classification. The random forest use behavior information features defined above.

3.6.1 Behavior Feature Classifier

The monitoring engine is based on random forest classifier which use behavior feature as training data. The training process can be divided in to 3 steps:

Step 1. Before learning, we bind the behavior feature vectors of all sessions of training data into a large matrix and then apply principle component analysis (PCA) to this matrix to find a
lower-dimensional approximation of the data. PCA converts data into a set of scores corresponding to different linearly uncorrelated variables (principal components). After PCA, we recreate the feature space while ignoring all principal directions with a standard deviation of corresponding principal scores less than 1% of the top principal direction. In this way, the number of feature dimensions is greatly reduced. For example, in our evaluation, feature dimensions were reduced from 1,214 to 540 when using the 2-action-gram hybrid sequence model.

**Step 2.** Training datasets for our monitoring engine can be greatly unbalanced. Usually, much more of the data is from legitimate users than impostors, though in some situations, the opposite can be true. Either way, learning from this unbalanced data can lead to poor classification performance. We use the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [2] to deal with this issue. The SMOTE algorithm generates a new, balanced dataset. SMOTE over-samples each minority class sample by creating synthetic examples along the line segments joining all of the sample’s $k$ minority class nearest neighbors. At the same time, SMOTE under-samples the majority class data.

**Step 3.** The balanced data generated by SMOTE is passed to random forest classifier then starts training. The training result for each user will save as an ”user profile”.

In the testing process, given the input session of a particular user into his user profile, the classifier returns a behavior-based risk score. The risk score is computed as the fraction of decision trees that classify the input session as belonging to an impostor.

If an impostor successfully logs into the system and starts performing operations, the monitoring engine should raise an alarm as soon as possible. Therefore, in practice, the behavior risk score is computed based on all operations in the current session and is updated whenever a new operation is performed. In this way, the system tracks the user’s behavior and achieves real-time monitoring.
CHAPTER 4. Evaluation

In this work, we want to evaluate how random forest perform for our approach on a real dataset given by a Workiva which provides a cloud platform for reporting, compliance and data management services. For each user in the dataset, his/her operation stream over the course of a month has been recorded in the form of tuples with six categories: "time", "IP", "operation type", "account ID", "user ID", and "document." We extract the $n$-action-gram behavior features from the sequence of "operation type," while "time" and "IP" are used as context features in our approach. Each day is divided into 4 intervals.

Insufficient of history data from some of the users has been found from our observation, which can lead to an inaccurate prediction. Therefore, we chose the users who participated over 15 days in a month, and contributed a variety of actions among the dataset. That is roughly 50 users match the condition. In each scenario, we assume there is only one legitimate user, the other 49 users are consider as impostors. One of the significant distinction between this work and most of the previous work is that our dataset does not contain any data from real impostors. Therefore, we evaluate our authentication system for each user by using the data of other users as impostors (i.e. 1 versus 49). This is a challenge for us, because the behavior from legitimate users can be very similar. For each user in the dataset, we select 30% of the user’s sessions as testing data, resulting in 70% of the sessions being used for training.

Since the data of each user is a operation stream through the whole month and it’s obviously not reasonable to make a classification based on the entire stream, we first divide the stream into many meaningful pieces in data pre-processing, called session. Then our classification can be based on sessions. The simplest way to define session is consider the interval between "login_success" and "logout_success". However, according to our experience, most of the user don’t logout manually. They either let the system logout due to the timeout, or continue the action before timeout. Using
the time stamp as the condition to define the session of actions is more reasonable. Thus we use 60 minutes as the idle to separate sessions, as shown in Figure 3.2.

4.1 System performance

4.1.1 Parameter Setup

For our evaluation, we implemented our proposed framework in the R language. In the data preprocessing module, we use 60 minutes as the idle interval to separate sessions. In the behavior-based classifier, by default we use the 2-action-gram hybrid model. In this work, we use random forest (RF) as our behavior-based classifier.

There are 2 parameter that we need to tune for the random forest: number of trees($n_{tree}$) and number of features for splitting at each tree node($m_{try}$). Large number of trees produce more stable models and co-variate importance estimates. However, it will require more memory and longer running time. It has been discussed by [10] and proved that 500 trees is sufficient for a large dataset, so we set $n_{tree}$ to 501. There is some discussion in the literature about the influence of $m_{try}$. (Cutler 2008) claimed that different values of $m_{try}$ did not affect the correct classification rates of their model and other performance metrics such as AUC, ROC, etc., were stable under different values of $m_{try}$. On the other hand, [10] reported that $m_{try}$ has a strong influence on predictor variable importance estimates. Generally, people tends to avoid the correlation of each features, which recommend using less number of features in each tree such as $3/m$ or $\sqrt{m}$. In this paper, we use $\sqrt{m}$ as our $m_{try}$.

4.1.2 Performance Metrics

ROC Curve and AUC   The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [5] is a universal metric for classifiers that output a probability score, making it a good choice for evaluation. The ROC plots the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) of a binary classifier with score results as its discrimination threshold varies. To represent the overall ranking accuracy
of the probability scores, the area under curve (AUC) is calculated for each ROC curve. An AUC approaching 1.0 indicates perfect performance of a classifier.

**EER** The error rate of a classifier characterizes how often the classifier correctly classifies testing samples, making it more intuitive and easier to understand than the ROC curve and AUC. We use equal-error rate (EER) [9] as our system metric instead of (ordinary) error rate, due to the fact that our dataset is heavily unbalanced for two-class classification (one legitimate user versus 49 impostors). EER provides a better measure of our framework’s performance; for example, if the classifier predicts all the testing samples to be majority class, the (ordinary) error rate can be very low, but for our unbalanced dataset, this does not mean the classifier has good performance. EER can be easily computed from the ROC curve by finding the point at which FPR is equal to the false-negative rate (FNR).

**Delay of Attack Detection** For a real-time authentication system, another important metric is the delay before an attack is detected, meaning the time between an impostor’s login and the alarm raised by the system. The delay of attack detection can be represented as EER versus the number of observed actions.

4.1.3 Accuracy

Figure 4.1 shows the average ROC curves of all users. The details of the ROC curves can be found in Table 4.1. Most of the user in this work has achieved 0.7751 in AUC, however, some of the users are difficult to classify, this kind of the users will be discuss later in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area Under Curve</td>
<td>0.7751</td>
<td>0.0238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal-Error Rate(%)</td>
<td>25.76</td>
<td>10.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 Area under curve(AUC) and equal-error rate (EER). The values are the mean of 50 users.
4.1.4 Delay of Detection

To make our system more practically useful, our monitoring engine should be able to quickly detect an impostor. In this section, we evaluate how many actions are required to accurately classify legitimate users and impostors. We expect the EER to decrease quickly at the beginning, as the number of observed actions increases, and eventually become stable.

To evaluate the delay of detection, we use testing data to simulate real-time users. Given a testing session as described in Section 3.5.1, we first consider only the first two actions of the sequence and the time interval between them for behavior feature extraction. This simulates the situation where the user has only finished two actions in the session. Then we repeat this process using the first three actions and corresponding time intervals, and so on. In each iteration, the results of the context classifiers do not change, but the behavior classifier does, influencing the final risk score. With this evaluation method, the output of a testing session can be represented by a sequence of risk scores versus the number of actions which the user has finished.

Figure 4.2 shows the EER of all users as the number of observed actions increases. As can be seen in the figure, the EER stabilizes at around 20 actions, meaning after a user logs in and conducts about 25 actions, the system will be able to classify the user as accurately as possible.
We also present a case study of two specific sessions. Figure 4.3 shows the risk scores versus the number of actions in a session of a legitimate user, and the risk score decreases quickly as more actions are observed. For comparison, Figure 4.4 shows an impostor session. With a discrimination threshold of 0.5, this particular impostor can only perform around seven actions before the system raises an alarm, demonstrating the short detection delay of our system.

Figure 4.2  EER of all users versus the number of observed actions. Upper line is maximum, upper bound of the box is 75% quantile, line in middle is median, lower bound of the box is 25% quantile, lower line is minimum, and the circles are outlier.

4.2 Effect of Models and Parameters

4.2.1 Effect of Size of $n$-action-gram

To show the effect of the parameter $n$ in the $n$-action-gram representation method, we present the performance of 2, 3, 4 and 5-gram methods in Table 4.2. The overall performance of 2-gram and 3-gram is close, while 4-gram and 5-gram have worse performance, specifically, higher FRRs and lower FARs. This indicates the system tends to become unbalanced and predict more users as impostors when $n$ becomes larger. This is because when the length of the sequence becomes longer, the probability that the exact same sequence happens again for a user becomes smaller. Thus, at larger $n$, it becomes harder and harder for a user to match his/her own behavior sub-sequences.
and be correctly accepted by the system. Therefore, in practice, we choose 2-gram or 3-gram for behavior feature extraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n )-action-gram</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EER (%)</td>
<td>25.76 (10.97)</td>
<td>29.53 (11.45)</td>
<td>32.95 (15.21)</td>
<td>45.05 (18.75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Equal-error rate (EER) for different \( n \) in \( n \)-gram. The values are "mean(standard deviation)"

4.2.2 Effect of Feature Reduction and SMOTE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n )-action-gram</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># dimensions (original)</td>
<td>1214</td>
<td>5265</td>
<td>12377</td>
<td>19954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># dimensions (after PCA)</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>1242</td>
<td>1438</td>
<td>1375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 Dimensions of \( n \)-action-gram behavior feature vectors before and after feature reduction.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of feature reduction in our system, we present the number of dimensions of the \( n \)-action-gram features before and after PCA in Table 4.3. As can be seen, PCA greatly reduces the dimensions, especially for large \( n \), which reduces the computation time of the
behavior classifier. Additionally, PCA has little effect on the classification results. The results in Table 4.2 include PCA, and the results without PCA are not significantly different.

The SMOTE algorithm is also very important for our dataset. Without SMOTE, there are approximately 50 times as many imposter (other user) sessions as legitimate user sessions. This serious imbalance causes most sessions in our testing data to be classified as impostors, making FRR very large while FAR is very small (see Table 4.4).

### 4.3 Discussion

#### 4.3.1 Scalability of User Pool

In practice, we prefer to use data from real impostors for training rather than data from other legitimate users, which would place each user in parallel and make system performance independent
of the number of users in the system. However, since we use data from other users as impostors in our evaluation, the size of the user pool may influence the results. Generally, when the user pool becomes larger, the probability that some users are similar will increase, which may result in worse classification accuracy. Therefore, in this section, we evaluate the scalability of the user pool in our experiments.

To do so, we vary the size of user pool, $u$, between 2 to 50 with a step size of two. Given a specific size of the user pool $u = u_k$, we randomly sample $u_k$ users from all 50 users and compute the average EER over these $u_k$ users. We repeat the process of sampling $u_k$ users 50 times, and compute EER. Figure 4.5 indicates that as $u$ increases, the mean EER first fluctuates some and then gradually stabilizes, with $u$ having only a slight effect on the performance when $u$ is large. Overall, these results indicate that the size of the user pool has only a slight effect on performance above a certain size, and it has little effect on our experiments.

![Figure 4.5 EER versus number of users.](image)

### 4.3.2 Comparison with other machine learning techniques

In this work, we successfully implement random forest into a authentication system and give a fair result. Other classifiers such as KNN or SVM are also suitable for our system, but we gives some comparison to explain why we choose random forest as our classifier.
**Support vector machine (SVM)**  Support vector machine (SVM) [3] is a machine learning method based on statistics theory. It is a theory that established on a set of finite samples. The main idea of SVM is try to maximizes the margin for classes, thus it relies on the concept of "distance" between different points. General problems such as linear analysis, small sample, local minimum points, can be solved by SVM. However, SVM is less interpretable, it is difficult to explain how the features effect the result. Random forest has better interpretability because we can look into each node in the decision tree. Furthermore, the training for SVM takes more time and process. For example, if the data has n points, then the SVM is constructing an $n \times n$ matrix. Therefore SVM is hardly handle a large set of data.

**K-nearest neighbors (KNN)**  K-nearest neighbors (KNN) [4] is a method that classify the point by looking at its neighbors, and find the majority group. The number of neighbors is a ad-hoc problem. KNN has some nice properties, it is non-linear by defult, and it tends to perform well with a large among of data points. Nonetheless, KNN is highly sensitive to bad features and outliers, thus KNN highly rely on the data prepossessing to make a better prediction. For the RF, the features are randomly selected in each decision tree, hence the classification will not generate a result which has affected by the outliers or bad features. Another drawback of KNN is that it needs to calculate the distance between every each two data points, which means it calculate $n^2$ if the data has n points, that makes the training process not very efficient.

**Neural network**  Neural network is one of the most popular technique and has been studied and applied successfully in many problem. The reason why neural network is so popular is because a) it has the ability to learn and model non-linear and complex relationships. b) it is very flexible, neural net work does not impose any restrictions on the input variables. c) it can be used for a time series input. However, the training time for the neural network can be extremely long once the neural network has a large number of neural and layers. Another drawback for neural network is that it needs a large dataset to train, neural network usually does not perform well when the
dataset is too small. On the other hand, random forest can be trained with a small dataset and achieve a fairly result.
We dealt the primarily with adversarial model with impostors in this experiment. Even so, impostors detection is still a difficult problem. Our approach did not achieve very high detection rate with a low alarm rate for every each user. This is partly because all of the users we used in this experiment are legitimate user, most of them have a similar pattern of behavior, which can be a handicap to the classifier. Another reason is the effect of diverse behavior. We believe that the higher diversity of behavior will also have a higher accuracy. However, the users in our dataset are concentrate in only 20 kinds of action even if the variety of the action in our dataset is 87.

One possible work in the future is gathering more data and evaluating on an expanded dataset. We believe the performance of our authentication approach would benefit from an expanded dataset, both in terms of length of user histories, and in terms of variety of users. In particular, we believe data from real impostors would be highly beneficial.

A second possibility for future work is implement different classifier such as recurrent neural networks (RNN), which have become more and more popular in recent years. RNN has been used for solve the time sequence problem, that we can fit our action sequence in. However, neural networks usually require a very large dataset to train, so our one-month dataset may be too small.

To draw a conclusion, we propose a generic framework of two-step user authentication approach for general remote software systems. In the framework, we use multiple factors for authentication, including password, behavior, and context information, and we also design a mechanism to automatically tell which users are applicable. Our approach has been evaluated on real users data and our results show that the behavior and context monitoring engine achieves high accuracy of classification and short detection delay. Furthermore, the mechanism to distinguish non-applicable users is proved to be quite effective.
Since this approach is only based on user’s behavior, we can apply our work to generic web service. The framework expands on the multi-factor authentication approach by integrating behavior into authentication. We have proposed various mechanisms to make our framework more feasible in practice, including dimensionality reduction and handling of imbalanced data. Our approach has been evaluated on real user data and our results show that our behavior and context monitoring engine detects impostors quickly and with high accuracy.
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